
	  

	  

 

OXFORDSHIRE RUGBY FOOTBALL UNION 

Minutes of meeting held at the Holiday Inn, Peartree on Tuesday 27th September 2016 at 
7.30pm. (Executive meeting chaired by Vincent Murphy) 

Present: Vincent Murphy, Kevin Robinson, Colin Baldwin, Rob Walsh, Chris Skaife, George Merry, Karen 
East, Andrew Rolfe, Doug Bosley, Pete Bramley 
Minutes taken by: Karen East  

AGENDA 

1. Coopt members 
2. County Officers 
3. Agreement with Secretary 
4. Handbook 
5. Meetings programme 
6. PFR 
7. Development Bank Account 
8. Financial AGM 
9. Management Board 
10. Trust fund 
11. Vice Presidents Association 
12. CB Bar 
13. AOB 

 

Meeting starts 19.30 

1. Coopt Members 

Vincent asked for agreement to coopt Kevin Robinson, Chris Skaife and Karen East for this meeting – 
Everyone agreed. 

2. County Officers 
 
Chris White has confirmed he has been unwell via email so his Chairmanship is to be postponed. The 
resolution proposed at the next clubs meeting (SGM0 is that Chris Skaife becomes Acting Chair. Everyone 
agreed. 

George has also given his resignation to postpone his appointment as Secretary. Karen East can stand in 
as a temporary solution. Everyone agreed. 



	  

	  

Long-term things will have to be formalized at the Treasurers AGM. Clubs must have time to put forward 
people for the roles. 

3. Agreement with Secretary 

A sub-committee needs to get together to agree that an officer of the county can be paid (i.e. Karen 
working as Secretary).  Everyone agreed that a sub-committee of Kevin Robinson, Colin Baldwin and 
Vincent Murphy could agree the details for the payment terms and sign off payments. 

4. Handbook 

Karen advised that updates are ongoing. Karen will send Dave Larham a copy of the handbook proof once 
further updates are added in (next week) for a final look and opportunity to add bits.  
 
Andy Rolfe mentioned that referees would like a copy sooner – Karen advised they could have an 
electronic version.  
 
It is taking longer than hoped, many clubs are very slow to respond – if at all. 

5. Meetings Programme 
 
Meeting dates at the moment are: 
 
25th October– Exec Meeting 
15th November – Financial AGM – Members Meeting 
6th December– Exec Meeting 
17th January– Exec Meeting 
21st February – Exec Meeting 
14th March – Members Meeting 
11th April – Exec Meeting 
13th June - – Exec Meeting – Pre-AGM 

AGM yet to be decided 

Please add to your diaries. 

6. PFR 

Nick and Colin put together the PFR document. Colin has gone through sections; Dave Larham will check 
his work programme slots in to it. 

Budget has increased. We are the last county to sign the PFR. Colin needs acceptance from the Executive 
that Vincent, Colin and Chris Skaife can sign it off on their behalf. Everyone agreed. 
 
Next year the PFR will hopefully be the document that leads work. It needs preparing straight after 
Christmas as it needs to be signed off in June. This year was later due to unforeseen circumstances. 
 
This document sets out targets. Dave asked if the last quarter of last year and first quarter of this year had 
come in yet. Vincent will check. 

7. Development Bank Account 
 
Vincent is a signatory and sometimes has to sign things off. Vincent suggests that the money for this 
account goes in to one fund. It can still be used as needed. Jason generated the money; the money is to 
benefit clubs without using PFR. Most money is used for small grants. 
 
Dave suggested that the funds should be ring fenced. Vincent explained that when he pays someone, 
someone else always has to authorize it. Vincent always asks for independent authorization (he cannot pay 
someone direct with this). 



	  

	  

 
Kevin added that the money is for the benefit of the clubs. Perhaps it could have its own PFR for the money  
but whatever happens it must be used to benefit the clubs and their members. 

Rob added that we struggle for club involvement anyway.  
 
Vincent reiterated that the intention for this suggestion it about responsibility for the money. Vincent 
believes it should be reported like other funds.  
 
Colin – he agrees that it is for the beneficiary of clubs and supported that the only reason Vincent is 
suggesting it goes in the one pot is so that it be reported. It will not be spent in the wrong areas. 
 
Rob reiterated that there should be a procedure for requesting and signing off in place. 

Dave and Vincent agree that a procedure should be in place for sign off and requesting money. 
 
Vincent again reiterates he just wants the funds accounted for, the money will stay as a reserve for what it 
is meant for but absorbed for reporting purposes to the ORFU. 

8. Financial AGM 

The accounts are being finalized now. Vincent asked that if anyone has last years expenses (end season)  
to 30th June cut off can they please get them to him now. 

9. Management Board 
 
Kevin suggested that we have a management board for quality assurance. This would provide scrutiny of 
PFR money, performance of each area – playing, finance etc. It could provide reassurance that things are 
being done by the Executive, as they should be. The board could perhaps meet 3 times a year and consist 
of two younger and two older more experienced members.  

Kevin would be willing to sit on the board with another experienced member and between them could 
coach the younger ones (mentor). The management board would have no power but would act as a quality 
assurance body. The board could take recommendations from them. Suggested names were Ian Pickford, 
Kevin Robinson, Johnny Valentine.  

Dave – Kevin’s vision is a good one but we have positions on the committee that we cannot fill already, this 
would be adding another layer. It does sound like a good opportunity though. 

Vincent – The Executive could do with the help of a management board. 
 
Colin – All very well reporting back but we might not be able to perform because the posts on the 
committee are not filled as Dave says. 

Rob – We have identified new people, it’s a different committee, we should try it. 

Kevin – Suggest that we do it as a trial, if no benefit it can be stopped, it would be good to have a go. 

Colin – Perhaps it could cement some links and the younger element would be good. 

Pete – The referee’s society would want to see how TORS (terms of reference) fit in – it must be integral.  

Kevin – Proposal that he works with Chris Skaife on terms of reference. 

 

 

 



	  

	  

10. Trust Fund 

It is not our responsibility but Colin advised its not performing.  Its independent and the trustees are Kevin, 
Chris Jones, Hugo McNeil, Colin and Paddy (resigning).  

The Trust fund has some money to award some small grants to players and their families in need (small 
funds). 
 
The only involvement the Executive has it to raise its profile to raise funds (buckets at finals etc.) – we need 
to raise profile and support. 
 
Kevin is to send Karen some information on the Trust fund to include in the handbook. It is registered with 
the Charity Commission.  
 

11. Vice Presidents Association 
 
Pat Hall is the only person listed. It is active but it does need a chair other than Pat. VPs are separate 
members of ORFU. We don’t get ant funds from VP Association.  
 
The only purpose it to apply for international tickets. Kevin suggested that Vincent looks at who to 
approach about it. 
 
Dave suggested that VP could help with the Trust fund. 
 
12. CB Bar 
 
Until this season Twickenham has had a constituent bar. Tickets used to be given to the secretary who 
then distributed them. 
 
It now seems that we have to apply for tickets for volunteers only. Vincent / Kevin / Colin say this is not 
good, everyone was in agreement. 

Dave mentioned that this must have come about due to abuse of the ticketing system, perhaps people 
were selling them.  
 
Colin added that there has been no meeting at Council about it and he will raise it. Members agreed this 
is not a good situation. Essentially the reward for volunteering has been taken away, it has been very 
flexible until now. 
 
Colin has been asked by the Executive to vote against this new system, Vincent will write a letter. Other 
counties also seem to be against it. 

13. AOB 
 
Kevin – Had a meeting with Dave Winpennny (IT communication specialist). He has good experience with 
newsletter, texts, twitter etc. he suggests that he may take on the role of marketing and communications 
chair. Information has been given to Dave Winpenny and we are waiting for him to confirm if he is willing 
to help us. 
 
Rob – Agenda for SGM – we are in desperate need for safeguarding reps.  
Dave agreed and said it part of the club accreditation that this is in place, Dave checks who is DBS 
checked. Abingdon have been pulled up recently and are no on a six month review.  
We have no safeguarding leads. Jenny Bosley may be able to link up with Dave on this.  
This needs to be highlighted at the SGM. 
 



	  

	  

Rob – Steve Trenchard is a name that has been put forward as someone who wants to be involved. May 
suit youth etc. Kevin to approach. 

Doug – Happy to do Chair of Playing if need. Duncan Nicholl also interested. Noted that Chaddy is dealing 
with seniors. To be discussed further. 

Rob – Cab we have an update on the ring fencing of men’s premiership (no promotion / relegation). Colin 
Baldwin advised that nothing had been said at the board. Chris Skaife advised this might have come from 
women’s, as it was a suggestion on that side. 
 
Colin – There is a group of people looking at payment of players. There are discussions on capping 
payments. Governance has said this needs to go to consultation. Colin will keep everyone posted on this. 
HMRC are targeting rugby at the moment, clubs need to make sure they declare who paying etc. Also, to 
note if players are paid it can affect funding for facilities. 
Colin would like this raised at the next meeting (SGM). Can someone do this on Collins behalf as he is 
away for the meeting? 

Andy – Presidential succession – Need to think about who is nominated for the next season. Needs 
discussion at the next meeting. 

George – Can he go to Twickenham on 6th October instead of Karen who has other meetings? Everyone 
agreed this is fine. 

Vincent – Added that very grateful for George’s help and asked if he could bring pictures of hiss Africa trip 
to the next meeting. 
 
Dave  - Leadership Academy – RFU offered to take organization on. Dave has lots of people willing to do 
this. 

Dave – George’s club (Alchester) have decided to take a sabbatical year. They have almost folded. 
Alchester are hoping to play friendlies for now. They need to keep playing as 15 a side in order to go back 
in the league. They will likely fold. Perhaps we should review this situation at the next Executive meeting – 
George can you come to the meeting so we can see what can be done? 

Dave – has been approached by a friend who knows a company who wants some sponsorship 
opportunities. Info to be passed on as would be welcome. 

Karen – Had a request for volunteers for Twickenham recognition opportunities. Chris and Kevin will 
provide some names. 
 
Karen – SGM agenda – have we got one? Vincent will provide. 
 
Meeting closes at 21.30pm 
 

 

 

 

 


